Upcoming Events

May 2014

Quick Links

Become a CTSI-CN Member!
More About Us
Current Funding Opportunities

Please take a look at the Upcoming CTSI-CN Events Newsletter and register to attend today!

May 6 from 1:00 - 4:00 pm: Grant Proposal Preparation Boot Camp

The CTSI-CN and the GW Office of the Vice President for Research offer an intense workshop to prepare you for the grant proposal process. The workshop includes all aspects of grant proposals, from planning your application to preparing and submitting your proposal. The workshop provides information on the process, regardless of whether you are targeting federal, local, or foundation proposals. Click here for more information.

May 13 from 10:00 - 11:30 am: The Leadership Takes the Stage: Responsible Conduct of Research

The CTSI-CN, CRI, OPHS, and GW research community will present this interactive training for the Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR). This training session will help to fulfill the interactive component for NIH- and NSF-supported trainees, fellows, participant, and scholars on the RCR, and is qualified for GW participants for NIH/RCR interactive training purposes. Click here for more information.

Coming Soon - Research Open Studios!

In a new partnership between the CTSI-CN and the GW Office of the Vice President for Research (OVPR), the format of the Open Studios will be redefined and expanded to support junior investigators in grant development, review, and submission. The focus of Open Studios is on translational research through the scholarship of discovery. Click here for more information.